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I have   Charm &   CHARACTER
...and I make it clear!

Hôtels de Charme et de Caractère launches the first loyalty program that is not based on the
money you spend on us but on the things you do to help us get visibility on social media. 

Every time you locate your position at one of our addresses, every time you talk about us, give
likes, comment your opinion, take pictures and travel, you will earn fidelity points. 
The more point you will earn on any of our 5 categories, the more badges you will get and
you will rise in the general ranking and in our permanent competition. 

Our permanent competition will give away gifts to the winner of the day, winner of the week,
winner of the month, and to the winner of the year. 
The more badges you earn, the more  immediate advantages you will obtain directly in our
establishments. You will only need to show your badges to our hostellers on arrival or during
your booking. 

If  you  are  lovely,  our  hostellers  could  even  give  you  special  points  as  a  «     Super  nice
customer     ».

1 2 3
Earn points Get gifts Be recognised

Collection of badges Permanent competition Immediate advantages
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The principles of our program
Talk about us online, take part in the life of our brand and win badges, 

gifts and immediate advantages …

1. Register

To participate in our loyalty program, the first step is to create a user account on our website
or on your smartphone app. You can also create one directly with one of your social media
accounts (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter ou Linkedin).
You decide which information you want to share with us.
You decide if you want to be notified about our offers and latest news.

2. Participate

In our loyalty program, there are 5 categories; each one has 7 levels of progression. 
The total of your scores gives you a general score, which has 12 levels.
The different things you can do to earn points are:

 Visit our establishments and share on one of your social media your location, live or
later.

 Write reviews on one of  our establishment,  an opinion,  an anecdote… We are in a
convivial set of mind; the comments should be positive and instructive.

 Take pictures of the hotels or of you inside of our establishments and share it online. 
 Put your favorite hotels in your “favorite” list and give them a « heart » 
 Visit a maximum of countries throughout our establishments.
 Invite friends to download the mobile app. 
 Like other users’ comments or get likes on your comments.

3. Win

Win gifts thanks to our permanent competition.
Every day, the best ranked customers will receive a gift (like goodies or funny souvenirs). 
Every week, the best ranked customers will receive vouchers to go to the restaurant.
Every month, the best ranked customers will receive a voucher for a 2-nights week-end stay.
Every year, the best ranked customers will win a 7-nights week in a hotel. 

4. Be recognized

These badges allow you to be identified by our hostellers. You can show them your badges on
arrival or during your booking.
This will allow our hostellers to give you immediate advantages if you directly booked on the
hotel’s website or via the Charme & Caractère system. 
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The badges & levels

CHARM 
Here, it is your loyalty that is rewarded: The more hotels you will visit while updating
your location online, the more points you will earn and level up. 

1. Visitor
2. Accustomed 
3. Confirmed
4. Great customer 
5. Expert 
6. Friend with the boss
7. Star

CHARACTER
Here, it is your character that is rewarded thanks to the reviews you will write about
our establishments: the more comments you will write about our hotels, the more 
points you will earn and level up. 

1. Student
2. Freelancer
3. Journalist
4. Editor 
5. Author 
6. Influencer
7. Prize of literature

REPORTER
Here, we will reward the quality of the images and videos you will share about us
and the pictures of you while visiting our establishments: the more you will share
pictures / videos, the more points you will earn and level up in the 7 levels.

You can also use some of our masks to personalize your pictures. 
                   

1. Selfie 
2. Amateur
3. Freelancer
4. Paparazzi 
5. Expert photographer
6. Studio photographer
7. Great reporter
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LOVER
Here, it is your love for us that is rewarded: the more hotels you will add to your
« favorites » list when giving them a like, the more points you will get and level up in
the 7 levels. 

1. Friendly
2. Tender
3. Love at first sight
4. Great lover
5. Passionate
6. Crazy lover 
7. Love of my life

TRAVELER
Here, it is your capacity of travelling the world that will be appreciated: The more
hotels you will visit in different countries, the more points you will earn and level up
in the 7 levels.

1. Backpacker
2. Traveler
3. Adventurer
4. Explorer
5. Great adventurer
6. Great explorer
7. Discoverer

GENERAL SCORE
That is  the accumulation of  points you have earned on all  categories,  plus  the
points the hostellers will give you, such as «     Super nice customer     », or the points
you will earn after inviting friends to download the app, every time you will get

likes on a post or every time you will like someone else’s post. 

1. Visitor 
2. Mate
3. Friend
4. Supporter 
5. Aficionado 
6. Benefactor 
7. Sponsor
8. VIP 
9. Ambassador 
10. Prince & Princess 
11. King & Queen 
12. Divinity
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Additional badges

COLLABORATORS
All of our collaborators and partners get badges allowing them to get identified:

 Directors and managers of our hotels
 All the collaborators working in our establishments 
 All the partner companies and their collaborators

Manager               Team              Partners

How to earn points?

Before  earning any  points,  everyone starts  from Level  0  (Level  title:  Novice)  in  all  of  the
categories and all of the badges.

Some actions will give you points in the general ranking only and some other actions will give
you points in every one of the 5 categories (described in the next pages).

The actions giving you points in the general ranking (outside of the 5 categories) are the
following: 

 Invite a friend to download the app => 50 points
 Like a comment from another user => 1 point
 Receive a like on one of your comments from another user => 2 points
 Follow another user => 5 points
 Get followed by another user => 10 points
 Rate the app on the store of your smartphone => 10 points
 Get a badge as « Super nice customer   » from a hosteller => 100 points
 Follow the C&C's page on Facebbok => 50 points
 Follow the C&C's  Instagram page => 50 points
 Follow the C&C's Linkedin page => 50 points
 Follow C & C's Twitter account => 50 points
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How to earn points?

CHARM

Required action: Update your location in a hotel (thanks to the location function on your 
social media or thanks to our list of hotels) and share it on your social media.

Every shared location in a different hotel gives you 10 points
(One hotel can only give points once in this category)

1. Amateur >30 & <49 points 
2. Accustomed >50 & <99 points 
3. Confirmed >100 & <199 points
4.  Great client >200 & <299 points
5. Expert >300 & <499 points 
6. VIP >500 & <999 points 
7. Star >1000  points 

CARACTERE / CHARACTER

Required action     : Write a review on a hotel (visited or interested in visiting)
Every post/comment on a hotel’s page will give you 10 points

(One hotel can only give points once in this category)

1. Amateur >30 &<49 points 
2. Freelancer >50 & <99 points 
3. Journalist  >100 & <199 points
4. Editor >200 & <299 points
5. Writer >300 & <499 points 
6. Influencer >500 & <999 points 
7.  Star Contributor >1000  points 
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How to earn points?

REPORTER 

Required action     : Take a picture with one of the masks offered in our app or take a video, a 
picture, of your own composition, and post it on your social media and locating yourself in 
one of your hotels (thanks to the location function or thanks to our list of hotels) and share 
this info on your social media. 

Every photo or video shared on a different hotel will give you 10 points
If you use one of our masks, you will earn 2 extra points. 

(One hotel can only give points once in this category)

1. Selfie >30 &<49 points 
2. Beginner >50 & <99 point
3. Photographer >100 & <199 points 
4. Paparazzi  >200 & <299 points
5. Expert >300 & <499 points 
6. Reporter >500 & <999 points 
7. Great reporter >1000  points 

 LOVER

Required action : Add an hotel in your « favorite hotels » list and give it a « heart ». 
Every « heart » given to a hotel will give you 10 points

(One hotel can only give points once in this category)

1.  Friendly >30 &<49 points 
2.  Tender >50 & <99 points 
3. Love at first sight >100 & <199 points
4.  Great Lover >200 & <299 points
5. Passionate >300 & <499 points 
6.  Crazy lover >500 & <999 points 
7. Love of my life >1000  points 
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How to earn points?

TRAVELER

Required  action: Here,  you  do  not  have  anything  special  to  do  because  our  system will
automatically count the countries you visited based on the hotels you have checked in.

Every country visited will give you 10 points.
(One country can only give points once in this category)

1. Backpacker >30 &<49 points
2. Traveler >50 & <99 points 
3. Adventurer >100 & <199 points
4. Explorer  >200 & <299 points
5.  Great adventurer >500 & <999 points 
6. Great explorer >500 & <999 points 
7. Discoverer >1000  points 

GENERAL SCORE

Required  action: Here,  you  do  not  have  anything  special  to  do  because  our  system will
calculate the total of the points you earned in each category and all the points you earned for
special actions.

1. Visitor > 300 points
2. Mate > 700 points
3. Friend  > 1000 points
4. Supporter > 1500 points
5. Aficionados > 2000 points
6. Benefactor > 2 500 points
7. Sponsor > 3 500 points
8. VIP > 5 000 points
9. Ambassador > 6 500 points
10. Prince & Princess > 8 000 points
11. King & Queen > 10 000 points
12. Divinity > 15 000 points
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Permanent Competition

There is a permanent ranking on 4 periods of time and 6 categories.

The 6 categories are
 The general ranking
 Charm
 Character
 Reporter
 Lover
 Traveler

The 4 periods
 Year
 Month
 Week
 Day 

(Ranking are back to zero after every end of period)

Rules

Charme  &  Caractere  reserves  the  right  to  launch,  suspend  and  resume  the  permanent
competition based on the number of participants to make it interesting. 

Charme & Caractère reserves the right to cancel  points that  seem to be earned from an
abusive use of our system and not on real, serious contributions.

Charme & Caractère will be able to temporarily or definitively suspend any user’s account who
would not respect the rules of conduct, politeness and respect of our brand and towards other
users.

Charme & Caractère will personally define the gifts offered and their periodicity.

The competition is  a  contest  without any obligation of  purchase.  The results  are archived
digitally.
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